
MUJI

Prelude
Japanese retailer MUJI focuses on simplicity, with its fashion and homeware products designed 
to complement the lifestyle of  today. The global brand has a strong and growing presence in 
Australia, expanding its existing offering in Chadstone Shopping Centre in 2019 to open its 
largest Australian store. 

Mkt. was engaged as the brand’s PR and communications partner to launch the relocated and 
expanded store and also raise awareness for the autumn and winter garments range. Alongside 
traditional and non-traditional media relations, Mkt. also supported MUJI with strategic 

influencer relations and event management activity.

Stories told
As MUJI’s PR and communications partner, Mkt. supported the store opening and new 
garments range by generating positive media and influencer coverage. Media wins were achieved 
across a range of  national, online, business, fashion and lifestyle publications.

Following an exclusive feature article in The Age introducing consumers to the new store 
and reporting on the brand’s growing popularity and footprint in Australia, additional media 
coverage was achieved in local metro and lifestyle publications. 

The MUJI Chadstone store opening generated a significant amount of  media and influencer 
wins and the VIP event was well attended, developing a number of  key long-lasting relationships 
for the brand. Mkt. assisted with event and invitation management, managing the guest list of  
influencers and media to ensure positive outcomes. 

Alongside traditional media activity for the event, Mkt. also created bespoke MUJI kits to gift 
VIP attendees to introduce influencers to the new store, create social noise and also provide 
content creation opportunities.

To raise awareness of  the MUJI 2019 autumn and winter garments range, Mkt. developed a 
strategic influencer relations program to forge authentic influencer collaborations, introduce 
their followers to the new range and generate positive coverage. Media coverage was also 
achieved in a wide range of  fashion, lifestyle and women’s weekly magazine for individual 

garments.

Happily Ever After
• The stories we’ve told: 137
• The social posts shared: 170
• Those who have read our stories: 105,399,382
• Coverage highlights: 

• Fairfax (The Age/Sydney Morning Herald)
• News.com.au
• WHO
• Herald Sun
• Broadsheet
• Concrete Playground
• Traveller
• The Weekend Australian

• Urban List
• Fredrika Akander
• Kirsten Anderton
• Kirsty Wu
• Josie Barber
• Ruby Brownless
• Lucy Brownless




